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Abstract. Biot’s theory of coupled mechanical-transport behavior of porous materials
is applied in the framework of discrete mesoscale modeling. The contribution presents
asymptotic expansion homogenization of the discrete poromechanical model. The macroscale
becomes homogeneous and continuous and contains all the coupling effects. In contrast,
the microscale is discrete and completely decoupled, separate representative volume ele-
ments (RVEs) appear for mechanical and mass transport problems. Linear elastic material
behavior is assumed, therefore response of the RVEs can be pre-computed in advance and
used repetitively at integration points of the macroscopic model.

1 INTRODUCTION

Robust computational models of concrete relies often on detailed representation of its
mesostructure (aggregates, matrix, pores, interfaces). Thus, they are computationally
demanding. The contribution uses discrete mesoscale models of concrete where each
rigid particle of the model corresponds to one larger mineral aggregate and contacts
represent matrix between them. Even such efficient mesostructure representation results
in computational burden whenever larger material volumes needs to be simulated. For
examples, simulation of bent reinforced concrete beam by Lattice-Discrete Particle Model
(LDPM, [1]) is arguably the largest structural member analyzed with such modeling
technique [2].

Rezakhani and Cusatis [3] developed homogenized description of the discrete model
via asymptotic expansion. This computational homogenization technique replaces macro-
scopic constitutive relations by “virtual experiment”. Each macroscopic integration point
is connected to a representative volume element (RVE) where detailed discrete mesoscale
model is loaded by macroscopic strain quantities, analyzed and provides corresponding
macroscopic stresses.
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Motivated by excellent result of the discrete models in simulations of coupling mechan-
ics and mass transport [4, 5, 6], we now extend this homogenization for the coupled model.
The present contribution is limited to poroelasticity, The originally coupled mesoscale
model breaks down by homogenization into independent system of two RVEs. One RVE
is purely mechanical, the second RVE is used for transport. Coupling terms binding this
two RVEs together appear at the macroscale only.

The contribution briefly presents the mathematical derivation of the homogenization
and simple example of Terzaghi’s consolidation verifying the developed equations.

2 DISCRETE MESOSCALE MODEL OF HETEROGENEOUSMATERIAL

Model geometry is created by placing virtual spherical grains randomly into a volume
with no overlapping. These grains represent mineral aggregates, their diameters are gen-
erated by Fuller curve. Power tessellation is performed on these spheres, giving rise to
convex polyhedrons encapsulating each sphere. The polyhedrons are considered ideally
rigid, contacts between them are compliant and account for elastic behavior of the mate-
rial. Delaunay triangulation, the dual object to the tessellation, provides conduit elements
for the transport part of the model.

The model has three master fields: pressure p, displacement vector u, and rotation
vector θ. The pressure is defined at the vertices P , Q, . . . of the power tessellation while
the displacements and rotations are defined at the centroids I, J , . . . of grains.

The first set of model equations defines pressure gradient g and strain vector ε.

g =
pQ − pP

h
(1a)

εα =
1

l

(

uJ
− uI + E : (θJ

⊗ cJ − θI
⊗ cI)

)

· eα (1b)

where h and l are length of conduit and mechanical elements, respectively. cI or cj are
vectors connecting nodes I or J with the centroid of the face of mechanical element IJ . eα

with α ∈ (N,M,L) are unit normal and tangential vectors at the face of the mechanical
element. E is the Levi-Civita permutation tensor.

The second set of constitutive equations defines flux density j and traction t

j = −λg (2a)

tα = Eαεα − bpaeN · eα (2b)

with λ and b being the permeability coefficient (hydraulic conductivity) and Biot co-
efficient, respectively. Eα are contact elastic parameters, pa is average pressure in the
mechanical element. Some discrete models consider also a bending moment at the con-
tact faces due to curvature, but it is omitted here for sake of simplicity.

Finally, the third equation set brings the balance equations for nodes P (mass trans-
port) and I (mechanics).
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ρ

(

3bǫ̇V −
p

Mb

)

W +Wq =
∑

Q

Sj (3a)

−V b =
∑

J

Atαeα (3b)

0 =
∑

J

Aw (3c)

where Q and J visits all the neighbors of P and I, respectively. The second and third
equations are static equilibrium equations of forces and moments. The first equation
expresses mass balance of fluid. ρ is fluid density, ǫ̇V is time derivative of volumetric
strain, Mb is Biot modulus, S and A are areas of the conduit and mechanical elements,
respectively. W is volume of Delaunay simplex corresponding to node P , V is volume of
power region corresponding to node I. w = E : (cI ⊗ t) is the moment of traction.

3 SCALE SEPARATION

We now perform scale separation of the governing equations. The global macroscopic
reference system is X. At every point of the macroscale, we define local macroscopic
reference system x. There is also local microscale reference system y with the following
relation to x

x = ηy (4)

η being the separation of scales constant.
The master field is decomposed into

p(X,y) = p(0)(X,y) + ηp(1)(X,y) + . . . (5a)

u(X,y) = u(0)(X,y) + ηu(1)(X,y) + . . . (5b)

θ(X,y) = η−1ω(−1)(X,y) + ω(0)(X,y) +ϕ(0)(X,y) + ηϕ(1)(X,y) + . . . (5c)

The expansion of the rotation follows from [3].
Neighboring nodes P and Q as well as I and J are, from the viewpoint of the macro-

scopic variable X, close to each other. We can, according fo [7], approximate the master
fields at points Q and J by Taylor expansion series at points P and I, respectively.

p(XQ,yQ) = p(XP ,yQ) +
∂p(XP ,yQ)

∂Xi

xPQ
i +

1

2

∂2p(XP ,yQ)

∂XiXj

xPQ
i xPQ

j +O(h3) (6a)

u(XJ ,yJ) = u(XI ,yJ) +
∂u(XI ,yJ)

∂Xj

xIJ
j +

1

2

∂2u(XI ,yJ)

∂XjXk

xIJ
j xIJ

k +O(l3) (6b)

θ(XJ ,yJ) = θ(XI ,yJ) +
∂θ(XI ,yJ)

∂Xj

xIJ
j +

1

2

∂2θ(XI ,yJ)

∂XjXk

xIJ
j xIJ

k +O(l3) (6c)

Equations (5) and (6) are now substituted into the balance equations (3). These
equations are then transformed into y reference system and terms with the same η power
are collected together. Three highest powers of η are considered for further analysis:
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η−3 We derive at this level, after some mathematical work, that (i) pressure p(0) is
constant over the RVE, (ii) rotation η−1ω(−1) is constant over the RVE and equal
to ϕ(0), and (iii) translations u(0) represents rigid body motion of the whole RVE.
The variable u(0) is therefore replaced by displacement v of the RVE centroid and
its rotation ϕ(0).

η−2 This level describes the solution of the discrete RVE problem. Load to the RVE
problem comes in a form of eigen pressure gradient and eigen strain obtained as pro-
jections of the macroscopic pressure gradient, macroscopic strain, and macroscopic
curvature. The periodic boundary conditions are applied. Degrees of freedom are
ηp(1), ηu(1) and ω(0). Transport problem is always steady state and completely de-
coupled from the mechanical one. One can solve the transport and mechanical RVE
independently. Since they are linear, it is easy to pre-compute the RVE response
at the beginning and use this pre-computed results at all integration points during
the macroscale simulation.

η−1 This level provides the macroscopic solution. After several mathematical operations,
one arrives at definition of the following tensors

f =
1

V0

∑

e∈V0

hSλg(0)eλ (7a)

σs =
1

V0

∑

e∈V0

lAEαε
(0)
α eN ⊗ eα (7b)

µs =
1

V0

∑

e∈V0

lAeN ⊗
(

Eαε
(0)
α E : (xc

⊗ eα)
)

(7c)

ξ =
1

V0

∑

e∈V0

lAbeN ⊗ eN (7d)

ζ =
1

V0

∑

e∈V0

lAbeN ⊗ (E : (xc
⊗ eN)) (7e)

V0 is the RVE volume and xc is the centroid of the mechanical element face. The
obtain tensors collect information from the RVE and bring is back to the macroscale.
f is a vector of macroscopic fluxes, σs is macroscopic, generally non-symmetric
stress tensor of the solid, µs is macroscopic couple stress tensor of the solid, ξ and
ζ are auxiliary tensors used to calculate effect of pressure on macroscopic stress and
couple stress.

These quantities than appears in macroscopic balance equations derived at this level.

∇X · f = ρ

(

3bǫ̇
(0)
V +

ṗ(0)

Mb

)

+ q (8a)

∇X · σs −∇Xp
(0)

· ξ = −b (8b)

∇X · µs −∇Xp
(0)

· ζ + E : σs − p(0)E : ξ = 0 (8c)
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Figure 1: Results of the full and homogenized models as well as analytical solution. Pressure and x

displacement profiles along the central axis of the specimen at various time instants.

The fist two equations correspond to classical poroelasticity of Cauchy continuum,
while the last equation brings Cosserat effects.

4 VERIFICATION

The model is verified by simulating Terzaghi’s consolidation. A prism of material of
size 0.5 × 0.1 × 0.1m3 is initially under zero pressure and zeros strain. The x axis runs
along its longest central axis, the domain begins at x = 0m and ends at x = 0.5m.
The prism is sealed at all boundaries except the front end at x = 0 where pressure
p⋆ = 1MPa is applied at time t = 0. The mechanical boundary conditions prescribe
zero rotations at all boundaries, zero x displacement at rear end at x = 0.5m and zero
y and z displacements at all rectangular sides. Material parameters are the following:
EN = 21.5GPa, EM = EL = 6.45GPa, ρ = 1000 kg/m3, b = 0.5, λ = 5.62 × 10−12 s and
Mb = 0.61× 108 Pa.

We simulated the problem using the full discrete model (lmin = 0.02m) and homoge-

nized continuous model. We used 5 trilinear 8-node isoparametric finite elements along
the specimen x direction. Comparison of both models in terms of pressure and x dis-
placement profile along the central x axis at different time instant is presented in Fig. 1.
Differences are attributed to (i) heterogeneity and (ii) boundary layer effect [8], or wall ef-
fect, that is present in the full model and modify the mechanical properties in the vicinity
of the boundary.

There exists an analytical solution to the problem [9, 10]. Pressure and displacement
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is provided by the following functions

p(χ, τ) = p⋆

[

1−
∞
∑

m=1,3,...

4

mπ
sin

(mπχ

2

)

exp
(

−m2π2τ
)

]

(9)

ux(χ, τ) = −
np⋆l

G

[

∞
∑

m=1,3,...

8

m2π2
cos

(mπχ

2

)

[

1− exp
(

−m2π2τ
)]

]

(10)

where χ = x/l, τ = λt/4Cl2, n = b(1 − 2ν)/(2(1 − ν)), l = 0.5m, G = E/2(1 + ν),
C = (1 − νu)(1 − 2ν)/(Mb(1 − ν)(1 − 2νu)), νu = (3Ku − 2G)/2(3Ku + G) and Ku =
Mbb

2 +E/3(1− 2ν). E = 13.97GPa and ν = 0.175 being macroscopic elastic parameters
estimated based on the RVE response. The analytical solution agrees reasonably well
with the model results.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Discrete model of coupled mass transport and mechanics is homogenized using asymp-
totic expansion. The coupling between transport and mechanical parts according to the
Biot’s theory takes places at the macroscale only. The microscale, featuring periodic re-
sponse of RVE, is completely decoupled. The RVE problem for mechanics and transport
is therefore solved separately. Thanks to consideration of linear elastic behavior, RVE
responses can be pre-computed in advance to speed up the simulation.

Verification of the homogenized model was done on a simple example of Terzaghi’s
consolidation. Simulation of a prism loaded by an abrupt change in surface pressure shows
reasonable correspondence of the full and homogenized models as well as the analytical
solution.
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